
Abnormal Being

An aquatic, transportational vehicle, sways with each gust of swift wind. Every rocking motion is fo�owed by
an audience of piercing shrieks, trepidation and an unruly atmosphere. The treacherous, navy waters
caliginosity gulps up the rickety, stout, brunette ship. The ocean’s pressure causes a strain on the
determined vessel concealing various traumatised passengers. After the arrival of a singular indigo wave
with a distressing amount of vigour, the thunderous screaming came to an abrupt end.

Between the cloudless, azure sky and the brittle, lemon sand, a clutter of debris was scattered across the
water’s edge. Scorching rays of luminous beams shine through the gaping crevices, awaiting for the
emergence of a foreign �gure. As I peer onwards whilst shielded behind a fragrant, sage green leaf, speckled
in a variety of lengthy veins and a� sorts of textures, each di�ering tremendously, I see footsteps nestled
in the coarse, mustard sand, belonging to a pair of bare, ghostly feet. Using my iridescent, sepia eyes, I
scan the creature, looking to identify the abnormal being. Firmly grasping the leaf and peering forward, I
watch as the ghost trudges forward, kicking a handful of sand particles into the air, not knowing the tension
being caused by my tight grip and the frightening event soon to occur. Oblivious to the startling scene soon
to unfold I watch attentively as the threatening spirit picks up pace, steadily inching towards my direction.

With each cautious step, I’m given heart palpitations and take this as a warning to vigilantly creep
backwards, using the foliage as a cover. Each slight movement causes me to tighten my grip. The satanic
ghost becomes dangerously close, though I get the impression that it has not yet sensed my presence. Sti�
worried, I make a sudden movement, but �nd myself lying on the crumbly dirt. Stunned, I look at the hand
used to hold my earthy shield, and �nd remnants of a muted leaf, as if it had been torn. I gradua�y lift my
swarthy head, only to lock eyes with the wrath, or in this situation, my captor. The ghoulish �gure holding me
prisoner has an atypical appearance, di�erent from those told in Aboriginal folklore. Instead, it has lank,
bleached hair with Cobalt eyes, those representing the a�uring, tranquil ocean. I gaze into their captivating
aquamarine eyes once more and feel a sense of empathy and a�ection. With the help of a giving hand, I pu�
myself up from the dusty surface, brushing the substrate o� of my back, removing prickly splinters along
the way. Now standing, I see things that would be left unnoticed by the angle I was previously on, bottomless
wounds, vast, oozing scratches and signs indicating a lack of food and nutrients. I can also identify this to be
a boy.

Knowing the consequences that wi� occur if I leave him stranded on the beach with wounds that could
potentia�y a�ect his mobility if left untreated, my nurturing side shines through. I wouldn’t want to be left



in this situation if I was on a foreign land, with starvation always being on the back of my mind. I clutch the
youthful boy’s freckled wrist and take him back to meet the rest of my tribe, hoping that they have
medication to treat him. Trudging through the lively, crisp, burnt orange bush, I lead the puzzled boy, sti�
grasping his sweaty palms. Throughout our journey back to my campsite, we spot olive goannas scurrying up
the side of an ash gray tree with peeling bark, revealing a muted beige inside. When arriving I can see the
intimidation spread across my uncanny friend’s face, as we� as a slight squeeze on my hand. I try to
reassure him that everything wi� be �ne, though I don’t think he understands me by the expression on his
face. Dragging him towards the centre of the campsite, I caused quite a lot of commotion, with people
crowding a� around us. Some of the younger children sneak ski�fu�y behind me and begin to roughly tug at
my friend’s hazel shirt, causing a large hole to appear at the centre, fo�owed by a large number of gasps.
Confused, I look at my friend again and join the group of gasps. I stare in terror as blood trickles down his
chest, creating a disturbing puddle on the crumbly ground. When I move closer to examine the source, I’m
pushed aside by concerned ladies who hastily apply a paste consisting of ground up paperbark leaves to
prevent continuous leakage. Due to the countless, exposed ribs, he’s brought to a hut where he is given
witchetty grubs, a rich source of protein. Despite being unwi�ing, the constant stomach rumbles persuade
him to have a taste. While cringing at the unknown texture, some adults apply a thick paste onto his wounds,
hoping to prevent him from infection.

Hurriedly munching on grubs, hoping to ignore the weird texture, my friend appears more bubbly, gaining
colour with each nibble of scrumptious bush tucker. As the day begins to darken signi�cantly, stars oozing
out of the sky, I lay beside him in our petite, tan tent. Fatigued, he opens one crystal blue eye, and in
between one everlasting yawn, he lifts his one rosy �nger at himself, shifts it towards himself and softly
murmurs, “Peter”.

As rays of the citrus sun begin to shine fondly onto our weary faces, and the sound of feral animals
awakening becomes our signal to start our day, the peace is interrupted by an overwhelming noise of hurried
footsteps. I vigorously lift Peter, not letting go of his sun burnt arm, and rush outside. The camp was
empty...Terri�ed I ventured out, sti� holding onto Peter sti� adjusting to the sun’s brightness. With my
trembling hand resting on my forehead, I squint my amber eyes and see what looks to be miniature specks
gathered at the beach. Wary, I dart towards that direction. After trudging through sturdy branches and
towering trees dotted in sap green �ora, we arrive at the tropical beach �ooded by members of my tribe
surrounding a mystifying object submerged in the water. Upon closer inspection, it appears to be some sort
of transport vehicle. So absorbed in this madness, I had forgotten to check on Peter who had been yanked
the entire journey. He doesn’t look as dazed as I thought, instead it looks as though he's in the process of



deep thought. I try as best as I can to use hand gestures to �nd out what he’s thinking. He completely
ignores me and begins to shu�le towards the ship as if he had a connection with it. I ca� out to him, worried
for his safety, but he begins to sprint and board the vehicle. We a� clutter around looking on to the scene
taking place. We watch as Peter wraps his arms around this pale lady, from this bittersweet encounter I
believe she may be a relative. I watch him jump back onto the beach with the lady and a handful of other
people holding building equipment, and rush towards me, I jump into his arms and walk beside him as he �nds
an area to set up his tent. Even though he won’t be next to me as the day is overrun with darkness, I can’t
wait for him to share his stories to his people about the strange people who helped heal him and the new
sights he experiences.


